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Certification

- CERT-SE (Sweden)
- ETHZ-NSG (Switzerland)
- GEANT CERT (*EU)
- SWITCH-CERT (Switzerland)
Accreditations

- AiG CERT (*EU)

Three candidates ...
Listings

Ten listings

- 7 commercial
  - AlliaCERT (France)
  - CERT SEKOIA (France)
  - E.ON CERT (Germany)
  - FORPSI-CSIRT (Czech Republic)
  - ISPA CSIRT (Czech Republic)
  - UU-CSIRT (Sweden)
  - WEB4U-CSIRT (Czech Republic)

- 3 governmental
  - Bayern-CERT (Germany)
  - CERT-rlp (Germany)
  - CERT.PT (Portugal)

... one current candidate ... IT-CERT (Italy)
Listed Teams

- Research & Education
- Commercial
- Government, National & Military
Public Web Page – Your Language

- TI information on the public web page in your native language(s)!
- Translated and reviewed by volunteers
  - Based on a fixed template

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Directory</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Contact TI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Available languages: 🇫🇷, 🇪🇸, 🇦🇺, 🇬🇧, 🇩🇪, 🇮🇹, 🇳🇱, 🇳🇴, 🇧🇪, 🇪🇸, 🇬🇧
Infrastructure Update

X.509 user certificates for LISTED teams
... required for self-service interface and information maintenance

TF-CSIRT mailing list managed via TIMSng
... as it can then be maintained by the teams themselves

Sponsoring of new teams and/or candidates
... already transferred to the self-service interface
Getting X.509 to listed teams

- Your team email address needs to work
  - PGP key associated
- At least one person is listed as Team representative (max of two)
  - Will receive pass phrases for X.509
  - Encrypted with personal PGP key
- Using https://up.trusted-introducer.org to maintain your team data
Getting X.509 to listed teams

Hello Klaus-Peter Kossakowski!
You may edit team PRESECURE Computer Emergency Response Team (Accredited).
Edit your information or confirm that the current information is still up-to-date.

Edit  My data is up-to-date
Getting X.509 to listed teams

Team
- Team Details
- Roles

Persons
- Don Stikvoort
- Juergen Sander
- Klaus-Peter Kossakowski
- Miroslaw Maj
- Till Doerges

Add new person

New Person
- Full Name: Klaus-Peter Kossakowski
- Email Address: kpk@pre-secure.de

Other
- Telecommunication Facilities

 TF-CSIRT
Trusted Introducer
Thank you very much for your kind Attention!
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